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Fall Term 

Chapters and colonies will be allowed to do passive recruitment (posters and tabling), but not 

active recruitment any of kind during New Student Week or the first two weeks of classes.  They 

may create interest lists, but not send out bids or invite potential members to meetings.  Interest 

Groups may be more aggressive, but must submit their recruitment plan to their advisor and the 

Student Leadership and Activities office.  The Fraternity and Sorority Council (FSC) will be 

allowed to sponsor recruitment events during New Student Week, but individual chapters and 

colonies will not. 

 

Winter Term 

Official recruitment will take place winter term.  Colonies and chapters may actively recruit 

members through events, tabling, soliciting and posters (all concurrent with WOU policies).  All 

chapters and colonies will offer bids to potential members at the same time, the date set in 

advance by the FSC at a prior meeting.  Fraternity and sorority chapters may offer competing 

bids to the same student, but students are only permitted to pledge one fraternity or sorority for 

each recruitment period.  There will be the same deadline to express interest for all chapters and 

colonies. 

 

Spring Term 

Passive recruitment is allowed during the first two weeks of the term.  On a case-by-case basis, 

chapters and colonies will be permitted to offer bids if their winter term recruitment was not 

successful.  These requests will be brought to the FSC by the end of February and approved by 

that body as well as Student Leadership and Activities. 

 

Recruitment chairs and chapter/colony Presidents are strongly encouraged to review WOU’s 

anti-hazing guidelines during each recruitment period.  It is the responsibility of each chapter or 

colony to ensure that no current members violate these policies in any way during the duration of 

the recruitment, bidding and pledging process.  All incidents of perceived hazing will be sent to 

WOU’s office of Judicial Affairs for further review and investigating, leading to sanctions for 

individuals or chapters as appropriate.  Incidents will also be reported to the colony or chapter’s 

national office. 
 


